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1 Introduction 
In programming language development, i t  has been recognized that  i t  is highly desirable to allow 
programmers the  freedom t o  write procedures at an appropriate level of generality. The  programmer 
shouldn't have t o  write one procedure t o  append one list of integers onto another, and then have t o  
write a separate procedure to  append a list of characters onto another. To deal with this need for 
generality and flexibility, features such as polymorphic type systems have been developed. Since 
the activity of proving mathematical theorems in an automated setting ultimately must allow for 
an interactive ability, the need for generality is just as real. The facts that  for all integers a,  b, and 
C 
( a + b = c + b ) + ( a =  c) 
and for all invertible 2 x 2-matrices A, B, and C 
are imediate consequences of a more general fact of alegebra, and non-specialized automated the- 
orem provers should allow the user t o  guide it through proofs of these facts by way of using the 
more general algebraic fact. To some extent this need has already been addressed by the abilty to  
prove, record and reuse lemmas. But this is just scratching the surface. Mathematics provides us 
with whole areas in which studying entities a t  varying levels of generality is a major aspect, and 
automated deduction should take advantage of this work. 
In this paper, we begin by giving a brief description of simple type theory and its implementation 
in a particular automated theorem prover HOL. Following this, we give an incremental description of 
how to express various basic algebraic concepts in terms of simple type theory. Any representation of 
an algebraic theory must be able to express the notions of subalgebra, quotient algebra, homorphism 
and isomorphism. We present a method of representing algebras in simple type theory, and then 
show how this method extends to  each of these ideas. With each of these concepts, we show as 
an example how this method was carried out in the particular instance of group thoery. Following 
this we discuss how to  apply such an abstract theory to concrete examples. Again we appeal to 
group theory, and to  the integers to give us an explicit example of how such an application was 
carried out. Finally, we conclude with some observations about a potential inconvience associated 
with this method of representation, and discuss a difficulty inherent in any attempt to remove this 
inconvience. 
2 Overview of Simple Type Theory and HOL 
By simple type theory, we are referring to the language and logic of the simply typed A-calculus 
as originally developed by Church as a foundation for classical mathematics in [I]. The automated 
theorem proving system HOL developed by Mike Gordon implements a slight variation of the simply 
typed A-calculus, which we shall briefly describe here. We shall use the term 'simple type theory' 
to  refer particularly to this variation. For a more in-depth discussion of the HOL system, see [3]. 
The HOL system embodies a meta-language ML, and an object language, the language of simple 
type theory. The language ML is a general purpose functional programming language which was 
first designed for use as the meta-language of the Robin Milner's theorem proving system LCF. 
HOL is a descendant of LCF and it has inherited not only the meta-language, but also much of the 
theorem proving style of LCF. For a complete description of the version of ML found in HOL, see 
[2]. An in-depth discussion of LCF can be found in [7] 
Simple type theory, as implemented in HOL, may be organized into a hierarchy of types, terms, 
sequents, inference rules and theorems, and theories. 
2.1 Types 
Types are built up from type variables and type constructors. The collection of type variables is 
a countable collection, represented in HOL by the set of tokens of the form a positive number of 
asterisks, optionally followed by a sequence of digits; e .g .  *, ***, and **24 are all type variables. 
Any type variable is a type. In addition to the countable collection of type variables, for each 
natural number n, there exists a finite number of type constructors of arity n. If a l ,  . . . , a, are 
types and con, is a type constructor of arity n,  then ( a l , .  . . ,a,) con, is a type. Thus a type is 
either a type variable, or an n-ary type constructor applied (postfix) to n previously constructed 
types. We shall refer to  type constructors of arity 0 as type constants. There are two primitive type 
constants, boo1 and ind, and one primitive binary type constructor, fun. There is also a collection 
of defined type constructors, including the type constant num, the unary constructor l i s t ,  and the 
binary constructors prod and sum. There is special syntax in HOL which allows us to  write a -> T 
for ( a  fun, a # r for ( a  ,r)prod, and a + T for ( a ,  r)sum; either form will be understood. 
Any type which contains a type variable shall be called polymorphic; all other types are 
monomorphic. If the type T is the result of simulateously replacing all occurrences of some set 
of type variables crl ,  . . . , a, by some corresponding set of types y,. . . , v, in the type a, then r 
is said to be an instance of a. Every type is an instance of itself, and the only instance of a 
monomorphic type is itself. 
2.2 Terms 
Every term in simple type theory has an associated type. Terms are built up from constants, 
variables, application, and X-abstraction. There exists (relative to  the theory one is in) a finite 
set Const of specified constants. The set of legitimate terms is determined by the set Const. Each 
constant in Const is of the form c : r  where c is the name of the constant and r is the generic type of 
the constant. All the names occurring in Const must be distinct. Now to describe the set of terms. 
If c : ~  is in Const and a is an instance of r, then c:a is a constant. Moreover, every constant is 
of the form c: a where there exists a constant C :  T in Const and a is an instance of the generic type 
T .  A constant is a term. A variable is anything of the form x : a  where x is a name and a is a type, 
provided that x is not a name occurring in Const. Variables of distinct type are distinct, even if 
they have the same name. A variable is a term. If f is a term of type a -> r,  and x is a term 
of type a ,  then we may form the application of f to x,  which is a term of type T ,  and is written 
(f x )  : T .  Lastly, if x : a  is a variable, and t is a term of type r, then we may form the abstraction 
of x : a  from t, which is a term of type a -> T and is written (\x:a.t) : a  -> T .  (The \ is the 
way a X is represented in ASCII in HOL.) In general, you should think of a term of type a -> r 
as a function from a to T .  The idea of the the lambda term (\x : a .  t )  : a  -> r is that it is the 
function which when given a value for x:a it returns the result of substituting the value for all free 
occurences of x:a in t. Every term is either a constant, a variable, an application of two terms, or 
an abstraction of a variable from a term. There are various bits of syntactic sugar in HOL which 
allow for more compact representations of certain terms than we have described here. They will 
be mentioned as needed for clarity. Also, most type information may be omitted, since it can be 
inferred from context. HOL does require the user to specify enough type information so that all 
type variable names are user specified. 
Essential to  simple type theory is the notion of free verses bound occurrences of variables. A 
variable occurs free in itself. A free occurrence of a variable in a term f or a term g is still free in 
(f g ) .  If x : a  is a variable, then all free occurrences of x : a  in a term t are bound by the abstraction 
in \x :a. t. All free occurrences of all variables different from x :a remain free in \x : a .  t .  A 
bound occurrence of a variable in a subterm remains bound in all terms containing the subterm. 
In inferring types for terms, HOL makes the assumption that all free occurrences of variables of 
the same name have the same type, and hence are the same variable. It  is possible it force HOL to 
override this, but in practice it is not a useful thing to do. 
In logics such as first order predicate calculus, in addition to terms one has logical connectives 
and formulae which are distinct from terms. However, owing to the higher-order nature of simple 
type theory, in HOL there is no need for this class distinction. Formulae are just terms of type 
bool, and the logical connectives are terms of various function types. HOL allows infix notation, 
as is traditional. The first table in Appendix A contains a summary of the logical constants we 
shall use throughout the remainder of this paper. 
A comment about one of the constants of HOL, the Hilbert &-operator Q (also called choice 
here). The term Ox :a. P x is a term of type a which satisfies the predicate P if any term of type 
a does, and otherwise it is a totally indeterminate term of type a. This is encapsulated in the 
selection axiom I  - !P x .  P x ==> P($Q P). (The $ before the Q indicates that there is special 
syntax for the use of O and it is not being used here. In this instance, the $ is because we can write 
Ox. P x instead of Q(\x. P x) .) One consequence of the existence of the Hilbert &-operator is 
that every type must be inhabited. To see this, for each type a, consider the always-true predicate 
(\x:a. T) :a -> bool. By applying $0: (a -> bool) -> a to this predicate we are guaranteed 
to  get a term of type a, namely Ox: a. T. 
2.3 Sequents, Theorems, and Inference Rules 
HOL is a natural deduction style theorem prover. Traditionally, assumptions in natural deduction 
proofs have been represented as leaves of the   roof tree, and when an assumption is discharged, 
the leaf is crossed out. In HOL, natural deduction proofs are implemented using a form of sequent 
calculus in which the right hand side always consists of exactly one term. A sequent in HOL is 
represented by a list of assumptions (terms of type bool) and an assertion or conclusion (term of 
type bool). When an assumption is discharged, it is removed from the list. 
A theorem is the outcome of a proof. The statement of a theorem is a sequent. To indicate 
that a sequent ( Ctl , . . . , tnl , t )  is the statement of a theorem, we shall write [tl , . . . , tnl I  - 
t. When the List of assumptions is empty, we shall write I -  t instead of C1 I  - t. A proof is 
either a declaration that a sequent is the statement of an axiom, and hence a theorem, or it is a 
function which takes a list of theorems and returns a theorem. All such functions are composed 
from basic inference rules. HOL has eight basic inference rules and five basic axioms. In addition, 
every definition is an axiom, and every type definition gives rise to an axiom (see [6]). The axioms 
which arise from constant definitions and type definitions when added to the basic logic form a 
conservative extension. In particular, I - F is a theorem in the extended logic if and only if it is a 
theorem of the basic logic. That every theorem has a proof which is built from axioms and these 
eight primitive inference rules is enforced by the typing mechanism of the meta-language. The 
primitive inference rules and basic axioms of HOL can be found listed in Appendix A. It should 
be noted that the logic of HOL is a classical logic. While we have taken advantage of the classical 
aspects in the definitions and proofs that were implemented, with some modification much the same 
task could be carried out in an intuitionistic setting. 
While theorems are ultimately the outcome of the primitive inference rules, it would be far too 
tedious to attempt to  prove theorems of any complexity by specifying one at a time each of the 
inference rules to  be applied. Therefore, there are a number of aspects of HOL which are designed 
to  help the user to  reason at a higher level. The first of these is the ability to store proven theorems 
and later to  be able to recall them for use in another proof, thereby releaving the need to reprove 
them. This ability is of all the greater value since the higher order nature of the language allows one 
to prove general lemmas, and then with little extra work deduce special instances of these general 
lemmas. In fact, one of the points of this paper is that this combination should be exploited on a 
much grander scale than currently is being done. Just as it is useful to  prove generalized lemmas 
and then specialize them to  particular situations, so too is it useful to develop generalized theories 
and then specialize them to particular concrete instances. 
Another aspect of HOL which helps the user in proof development is the ability to  create and 
save compound, or derived, inference rules. A derived inference rule is an ML function which 
composes sequences of primitive rules. There is a fairly substantial collection of derived inference 
rules built into the system and the user can create new ones; the type security assures that all 
derived inference rules will only generate valid proofs, if anything at all. In particular, the user 
may create a collection of specialized inference rules for dealing with specialized situations. 
Finally, the tool which is most commonly used for proving theorems is that of goals and tactics. 
A goal is a sequent which we wish to prove. A tactic is a function for reducing a goal to a list of 
(hopefully simpler) sub-goals and a justification for the reduction. The justification is an inference 
rule which when applied to a list of theorems whose statements are the sub-goals, returns the 
theorem whose statement will be the desired goal. The idea of how one proves a theorem with 
tactics is this. One repeatedly applies tactics until all the existing subgoals are trivial (e .g .  they 
are statements of axioms or previously proven theorems). The resulting composite justification is 
an inference rule which will then prove the desired theorem. Goal-directed theorem proving using 
tactics is an important feature of all LCF-style theorem provers. 
2.4 Theories 
The types, constants, and axioms of HOL are organized into theories. One is always working within 
a theory in HOL. A theory stores the following information: a list of parent theories, a list of type 
constructors defined in this theory, a list of constants defined in this theory together with their 
generic types, a list of infixes (for special syntax), a list of binders (also for special syntax), a list 
of axioms declared in this theory, a list of definitions made in this theory, and a list of theorems 
proven and stored in this theory. When one first comes to HOL the theory one finds oneself in is 
called, not surprisingly, HOL. The parent theories of a theory are ancestor theories, and any ancestor 
theory of an ancestor theory is an ancestor theory. One can use any axiom, definition, theorem, 
etc. from any ancestor theory that one is currently in. One can create and enter new theories, and 
one can add new parents, axioms, theorems, etc. to  the theory that one is in. Also, there exist 
functions for accessing the theorems (definitions, axioms, etc.) of an ancestor theory, individually 
and all in a list. There are already a fair number of theories built into HOL, and a growing library 
of other theories which can be loaded at the users request. 
3 Construction of Basic Definitions and First Order Theories 
An algebraic structure is a collection of sets of objects, a collection of operations on those objects 
and a collection of rules governing those elements and objects. But from the perspective of simple 
type theory, what do we mean by set, object, operation, rule? In formulating the notion of an 
algebraic structure, it is important that three criteria be met. Namely, we should be able to express 
the notion of a substructure and reason about its properties relative to the original structure, we 
should be able to  reason about homomorphisms between structures, and homomorphic images and 
quotient structures, and we should be able to apply the abstract theory of our algebraic structures 
to  concrete examples. In this paper, we wish to propose a particular philosophy for doing algebra 
within simple type theory and demonstrate its appropriateness by example with group theory. The 
proposed philosophy is the following: view a type in simple type theory as providing a universe of 
elements or objects (i.e. all the terms of that type); sets are collections of elements from a given 
universe which satisfy the sets defining property (i.e. we equate sets with predicates on a given 
type); and finally, operations are functions which are totally defined on the whole type, but which 
are constrained to satisfy the necessary conditions on the elements which satisfy the predicates 
defining our sets. 
So, let us see what all this means for the theory of groups. Traditionally (see [5, 4]), a group 
has been defined as follows: 
Definition: A set G together with a binary operation prod (usually written as an infix dot) is a 
group if 
1. for every pair of elements x, y E G, the element prod x y E G ( G is closed under prod); 
2. for every x, y, z E G, we have 
(prod (prod x y) z = prod x (prod y 2))) 
(prod is associative on G); 
3. there exists an element e E G such that 
(a) for every x E G, we have (prod e x) = e (e is a left identity for prod); 
(b) for every x E G, there exists a y E G such that (prod y x )  = e (G has left inverses with 
respect to e ). 
Translating into HOL, this becomes 
GROUP-DEF = 
I -  !G prod. 
GROUP (G ,prod) = 
(!x y. G x / \  G y ==> G(prod x y)) / \  
(!x y z. G x /\ G y /\ G z ==> (prod(prod x y)z = prod x(~rod y z ) ) )  / \  
(?e. 
G e /\ 
(!x. G x ==> (prod e x = x)) / \  
(!x. G x ==> (?y. G y / \  (prod y x = e)) 
Thus, we define the constant GROUP which is a predicate on a pair, 
(G:* -> bool, prod:* -> (* -> *)), 
and the conditions on this pair are the group theory axioms. 
Once we know of a pair (G ,prod) that it forms a group, we know that there exists a left identity 
and for each element of G there exists a left inverse. But we want to be able to  get at these elements. 
Using the Hilbert &-operator, we can do so with the following definitions: 
ID-DEF = 
I -  !G prod. 
ID(G,prod) = 
(@e. 
G e /\ 
(Ix. G x ==> (prod e x = x)) / \  
(!x. G x ==> (?y. G y / \  (prod y x = e)) 
INV-DEF = I -  !G prod x. ~NV(G,prod)x = (Qy. G y / \  (prod y x = ID(G,prod))) 
Notice that both ID and INV are defined for all pairs 
(G:* -> bool, prod:* -> (* -> *)).  
However, ID(G ,prod) is a left identity for (G ,prod) if and only if a left identity exists. Otherwise, 
ID(G,prod) is an unknown element of type *, and we know nothing particular about it. Similarly, 
INV(G,prod)x is a left inverse for x in (G,prod) if and only if one such exists. Since the group 
theory axioms assure us of the existence of a left inverse and a left identity, we have the following 
theorems: 
I -  GROUP(G,prod) ==> 
G(ID(G,prod)) / \  
(!x. G x ==> (prod(ID(G,prod))x = x)) /\ 
(!x. G x ==> (?y. G y / \  (prod y x = ID(G,P~o~)))) 
I - GROUP (G,prod) ==> 
(!x. G x ==> G(INV(G,prod)x) / \  (prod(IN~(G,prod)x)x = ID(G,prod))) 
An alternative approach to using the Hilbert choice operator is to  redefine GROUP as a predicate on 
quadruples (G ,prod, id, inv) ( i . e .  we can change the signature). 
We are now in a position to do the standard first order group theory (not involving any number 
theoretic considerations). Appendix B contains a listing of the first order theorems which were 
proven in HOL from these definitions. 
In our approach to  algebra in simple type theory, we chose to interpret sets as predicates on a 
type. As a result, we must add to  the statements of our theorems the conditions that the elements 
about which we talk satisfy the set predicate. And whenever we use a theorem, we have the burden 
of proving that the elements about which we are reasoning satisfy the set predicate. Had we chosen 
to interpret sets as types instead of predicates, then the routine proofs of set membership would 
fall to the type checker of HOL. By routine we mean those proofs which are a consequence of the 
closure properties of the various functions involved in building the element in question. If the set is 
an entire type, then closure is automatic; the function has no place else to go. In our more general 
setting, this is not the case and subgoals of set membership do arise and need to be dealt with. 
However, it is possible to write a procedure in HOL which, in our setting, when given a list of 
closure theorems such as 
CLOSURE = I  - GROUP(G,prod) ==> ( !x y. G x /\ G y ==>  prod x y)) 
will return a tactic to automatically solve routine goals of set membership. Since we have such a 
tactic, little has been lost here by the use of predicates to represent sets instead of full types. 
4 Substructures 
Associated with the notion of an algebraic structure is that of a substructure. A substructure is a 
collection of sets, each of which is a subset of a corresponding set in the superstructure, such that 
under the operations of the superstructure the substructure forms a structure itself of the same 
kind as the superstructure. If we had chosen to use types as our representation of sets, then the 
subsets would need t o  also be represented by types. However, simple type theory has no notion 
of a subtype. We can only express the idea that one type can be injected into another (i.e. that 
there is a one-to-one function from one type into the other). But many types can be injected into 
a praticular type, all having the same image in that type. There is no natural way of designating 
one such injected type as the subset corresponding to that image. 
However, in simple type theory we do have a notion of one predicate containing another given 
to  us by logical implication and functional extensionality. One predicate is "contained in7' another 
if the first predicate is true of an element implies that the second predicate is also true of that 
element. If two predicates are true of exatcly the same elements, then they are false on exactly the 
same elements, and hence they have exactly the values on all elements. Thus, by extensionality, 
they are equal. So, if we use predicates to  represent sets, then a substructure of a given sturcture is 
a collection of predicates, one for each predicate of the given structure, such that each predicate of 
the substructure implies elementwise the corresponding predicate of the given structure, and such 
that these predicates, when combined with the functions (or operations) of the given structure, 
form a structure of the same kind as the given one. 
So, once again, let us see what this means in the case of group theory. The classical definition 
of a subgroup is as follows: 
Definition: A subset H of a group G is said to be a subgroup of G if, under the product of G, it 
forms a group itself. 
Using the reasoning discribed above, this translates into HOL as 
SUBGROUP-DEF = 
I -  !G prod H. 
SUBGROUP (G ,prod) H = 
GROUP(G,prod) / \  (!x. H x ==> G x) / \  GROUP(H,prod) 
With this definition we can easily state and prove facts such as a group is a subgroup of itself and 
the set consisting only of the identity element is a subgroup of a group. The way we specify the 
subset of G consisting only of the identity element is by the predicate \x. (x = I D ( G  ,prod)). 
Using predicates, it is straight-forward to talk about unions and intersections (both of pairs of 
sets and of arbitrary collections). For example, the following two theorems state that the arbitrary 
non-empty intersection of subgroups is again a subgroup, and the intersection of a pair of subgroups 
is again a subgroup. 
SBGP-INTERSECTION = 
I -  (?j:**. Ind j) ==> 
(!i:**. Ind i ==> SUBGROUP(G,prod) ((H:** -> (* -> bool)) i)) ==> 
SUBGROUP(G,prod)(\x:*. !i:**. Ind i ==> (H i) x) 
COR-SBGP-INT = 
I - SUBGROUP (G ,prod)H / \  SUBGROUP (G ,prod)Kl ==> 
sUBGROUP(G,prod)(\x. H x /\ K1 x) 
The type information was added to  the first theorem to indicate that the type of the indexing set 
need not have anything to do with the type of the elements of the group. An indexed family of sets 
is a function from the indexing set into the power set of the universe of which the target sets are all 
subsets. In our setting, if ** is the type of the elements of the indexing set, and * is the type of the 
elements of the target sets, then this calls for a function from ** to (* -> bool), which is total, 
but where, as with prod, we only draw conclusions when the function is applied to an element of 
type ** which actually is in the indexing set. 
In addition to being able to  readily talk about set-theoretic constructs, like union and intersec- 
tion, we are also readily able to talk about constructs arising from algebraic considerations of the 
structure. An example of such a construct is that of left coset for a subgroup in a group. 
Definition: If H is a subgroup of a group G and x is an element of G, then the left coset of H by 
x in G is 
{y E G I there exists h E H such that y = prod x h). 
This is stated in HOL as 
LEFT-COSET-DEF = 
I -  !G prod H x y. 
LEFT-COSET(G,~~O~)H x y = 
GROUP(G,prod) / \  SUBGROUP(G,prod)H / \  G x / \  G y / \  
(?h. H h / \  (y = prod x h)) 
The predicate, or set, that is being described is LEFT-COSET(G,prod)H x which determines 
which y's are in the left coset. The predicate is parametrized by the group and its product, the 
subgroup, and the selected element. In this particular phrasing of the definition, the predicate is 
non-empty only in the instance that we actually have a group (Gyprod) that we are taking the 
left coset within and that we are taking the coset of a subgroup of this group. (Actually, the 
clause GROUP(G,prod) is redundant and it could have been omitted since it is implied by the clause 
SUBGROUP (G ,prod) H.) Notice that LEFT-COSET (G ,prod) H x is still defined in the case that either 
(G ,prod) does not form a group or H is not a sugbroup of (G,prod); it simply describes the empty 
set. If we want the definition to be expanded to apply to arbitrary subsets of (Gyprod) instead of 
only sugroups, then we should replace the clause SUBGROUP(G,prod)H by the clause !x. H x ==> 
G x. 
5 Equivalence Relations and Quotient Structures 
An equivalence relation on a set is a function from the set cross itself to booleans satisfying three 
properties: reflexivity, symmetry, and transitivity. Expressing this in simple type theory in the 
same manner as we have been doing, this becomes the following: 
We have already seen an example of a relation, namely LEFT-COSET(G,prod)H. In fact, this is 
an example of an equivalence relation, and this is one of the theorems stated in Appendix C. Once 
we have an equivalence relation R, we also have a description of the equivalence classes which it 
yields. If G is the underlying set and x is an element of G, then the equivalence class in G under R 
of x is \y. G y / \  R x y, the set of all y in G such that x is related to y. If we have R x y ==> 
G y, then, of course, the clause G y may be omitted, and this simplifies to R x. 
A quotient structure of an algebraic structure is arrived at in the following manner. For each 
set in the collection making up the the algebraic stucture, there is an equivalence relation on that 
set. The collection of sets associated with the quotient structure is the collection of sets of all 
equivalence classes from each of these equivalence relations, one set of eqivalence classes per set 
from the original algebraic structure. For each operation of the original algebraic structure, there 
must be a corresponding operation on the quotient structure such that if we compute the quotient 
operataion, the result is always the same as if we choose a representative from each equivalence class, 
compute the original operation on these representatives, and then reflect back into the quotient 
structure by taking the eqivalence class associated with each element in the result. Once we have 
such quotient operations, then we require that the collection of sets of equivalence classes together 
with these quotient operations should form an algebraic structure of the same kind as the original 
structure. In terms of simple type theory, however, the type of quotient structure will be different 
from (of a higher order than) the type of the original structure. That is, the quotient structure 
lives in a different universe than the structure with which we began. 
In the group theory we have discussed so far, we have seen that any subgroup of a group 
gives rise to an equivalence relation on the original group via left cosets. The equivalence classes 
associated with this equivalence relation can not, in general, be completed to a group. In general, 
there is no way to  define a quotient product. However, if the subgroup satisfies a property of being 
normal in the whole group, then it is possible to define a quotient product. (In fact, it is possible 
to  define a quotient product if and only if the subgroup is normal.) 
Definition: A subgroup N of a group G is said to be normal in G provided that for all x in G and 
n in N ,  we have that prod ( x - l )  (prod n x) is again an element of N. If N is a normal subgroup of G, 
-
then we can define a quotient product on the left cosets of N in G by prod (xN) (yN) = (prod x y)N 
-
where z N  is notation for the left coset of N by z in G. (It remains to be shown that prod is a well 
defined operation, independant of the choice of coset repesentative.) 
What we are saying is, to define the quotient product, take your two left cosets which are to 
be multiplied, choose a representative from each, take the product of these two choices, and then 
return the left coset of which the product is a member. Using the Hilbert choice operator, these 
definitions in HOL become 
NORMAL-DEE = 
I -  !G prod N. 
NORMAL(G,~~O~)N = 
SUBGROUP (G ,prod) N /\ 
(!x n. G x / \  N n ==> ~(prod(~~~(~,prod)x) (prod n x))) 
qUOTIENT-SET-DEE = 
I -  !G prod N q. 
quot,set(G,prod)N q = 
NORMAL(G,prod)N / \  (?x. G x / \  (q = LEFT,COSET(G,prod)N x)) 
QUOTIENT-PROD-DEE = 
I -  !G prod N q r. 





(Ox. G x / \  (q = LEFT-COSET(G,prod)N x)) 
(Oy. G y / \  (r = LEFT-COSET(G,prod)N y))) 
With these definitions we can prove the following theorems, which express that in the case where 
N is a normal subgroup of G we have indeed defined a quotient structure. 
QUOT-PROD = 
1 - NORMAL (G ,prod)N ==> 
(!x y. 





(LEFT-COSET(G ,prod)N y) = 
LEFT-COSET (G  rod) N (prod x y) ) ) 
QUOTIENT-GROUP = 
I - NORMAL(G ,prod)N ==> GR~UP(~uot-set (G rod)^ ,q~ot-~rod(G   prod)^) 
If the type of (G,prod) is (* -> bool) # (* -> * -> *), then the type of 
(quot-set (G ,prod)N, quot-prod(G ,prod)N) is 
((* -> bool) -> bool) # ((* -> bool) -> (* -> boo11 -> (* -> bool)) 
One way of avoiding the use of the Hilbert choice operator would be to  define the quotient 
product relative to a given set of left coset representatives, and then to  prove a theorem which 
would show that any two different sets of left coset representatives give rise to  the same quotient 
product. This approach would work in general when making a definition which only superficially 
depends on a choice. Another approach that would work in this instance, would be to  define the 
product of two subsets of a group as the set of products of any element from the first subset with 
any other element of the second subset. Then we would need to  prove that this setwise product of 
any two left cosets of a normal subgroup was again a left coset of that normal subgroup. 
6 Homomorphisms and Isomorphisms 
As we saw with groups and quotient groups, different examples of an algebraic structure will live in 
different types. Therefore, homomorphisms must be functions between these types. Beyond that, 
they are required t o  satisfy certain properties on the sets that make up the algebraic structures 
in question. Usually, the required properties imply that the homomorphism preserve, in some 
sense, the structure, i .e.  the operations and special elements. In the example of group theory, the 
requirement is that a homomorphism should preserve the product. In fact, it follows from this that 
a homomorphism also preserves the identity element and inverses. To state the definition more 
formally, 
Definition: If GI is a group with product prod, and G2 is group with product prod2, then a 
function f form GI to  G2 is a homomorphism provided that for all x and y in GI we have that 
f (prod1x Y) = prodz(f (x))(f (~1). 
Our definition in HOL is 
An important subclass of homomorphisms is that of isomorphisms. An isomorphism is a homo- 
morphism which has an inverse homomorphism. For groups, this is said in the following definition. 
Definition: A homomorphism f from a group G1 to a group Gg is an isomorphism provided that 
there exists a homomorphism g from Gz to G1 such that g( f (x)) = x for all x E GI, and f (g( y)) = y 
for all y E G2. 
The notion of when two examples of a structure are isomorphic is very important in the study 
of any algebraic structure. In fact, in most instances the question of when two structures are 
isomorphic is more significant than the question of when two are equal. If we have a group that 
is defined in terms of permutaions of a set of objects, and we have a group which is defined as 
a collection of matrices, if these two groups are isomorphic, then they are the same in terms of 
their algebraic properties. The only time that we would be interested in actual equality is when 
we where considering these groups in the larger context in which they arose. 
If we require of our homomorphism that they preserve all of the operations of the structure, 
then we are guaranteed to  have a collection of theorems relating substructures, quotient structures, 
homomrphisms and isomorphisms. The homomorphic image of an substructure is a substructure, 
as is the inverse image. The compostition of two homomorphisms is again a homomorphism. 
A quotient structure gives rise to a homomorphism (the natural homomorphism) of the original 
structure onto the quotient structure. Any homomorphism from an algebraic structure gives rise 
(via inverse images of elements) to a quotient structure to which the image of the orginal structure 
under the original homomorphism is isomorphic. 
In Appendix C there is a collection of theorems that have been proven in HOL which involve the 
notions of subgroup, quotient group, homomorphism and isomorphism. They include the theorems 
mentioned above. They are included, in part, to provide the reader with extra examples of how 
various concepts are stated in simple type theory. 
7 Examples: Instantiating a Theory 
There would be little point, besides curiosity, in doing algebra in an automated theorem prover 
such as HOL, unless we had the ability to instantiate the abstract theory with concrete examples 
and thereby extract facts for these examples. The theory of an algebraic structure applies to 
an example provided it can be shown that the example satisfies the properties of the algebraic 
structure. Ultimately, the logical tools that we have available to use in applying a theory to an 
example are specialization of universally quantified variables, instantiation of free variables and type 
variables, and modus ponens. In developing some portion of the theory of an algebraic structure, 
if the same free variable names and type variable names are used consistantly to represent the 
same sets, operations, and elements throughout, then the work of instantiating this portion can 
be accomplished all a t  once by mapping a function over all the theorems in this portion, where 
the function first instantiates the type variables appropriately, then instantiates the free variables 
appropriately, and then uses modus ponens, together with a theorem saying that the example is 
an example of the algebraic structure in question, to remove the hypotheses that state this fact. 
When viewed from the right level, we are abstracting the appropriate free variables from the theory, 
and we are abstracting the appropriate hypotheses, and then applying this abstracted theory to the 
appropriate values and theorems. In future work we anticipate formalizing this notion by expanding 
the notion of a theory to include a list of universal variable declararitons ( i . e .  variable bindings), 
and a list of terms of type bool, which externally are hypotheses of every theorem in the theory, 
but which internally are viewed as axioms. 
In Appendix B is a collection of first order facts that are true of groups in general. In Appendix 
D is the necessary theory to show that the integers (positive and negative) form a group, followed by 
the result of instantiating the first order group theory of Appendix B with the pa,rticular example 
of the integers, followed by some additional definitions and theorems to  give us much of the basic 
algebraic and order-theoretic structure of the integers. By developing only the minimal amount of 
theory necessary to  demonstrate the integers as a group, and then instantiating the group theory 
in the case of the integers, we then have at our disposal a considerable battery of arithmetic facts 
about the integers to be used in the subsequent development of the remainder of the theory. Once 
having developed the remainder of the basic algebraic structure of the integers, we are then in a 
position, using the higher order group theory found in Appendix C, to define the integers mod n 
for given n, to prove that they form a group, and to instantiate the first order group theory of 
Appendix B with this theory. The definitions and theorems used in this process are recorded in 
Appendix E. 
8 Function Restriction, Extensionality, and Undefinednes 
Throughout this paper, we have taken the view that a set is a predicate on a type, that it is a 
subset of the type considered as a fixed universe. When defining functions on a set, we only demand 
that it satisfy properties on elements of the set and we do not care what the function does on the 
remainder of the type. This has as a consequence that we lose extensionality for functions on sets. 
That is, just because two functions have the same value for all elements of the set of interest does 
not mean that we can conclude that these functions are equal; they may differ on values in the 
type outside of the set. The question arises, do we want extensionality for functions on sets? For 
example, do we want ((01, x )  = ({O), +) = ((01, -)? In this paper, we have taken the view that, 
in fact, we do not want this. We want to say that these groups are isomorphic, which they are 
by our definitions. But ({0), x) ,  ((01, +), and ({O), -) all arise in different contexts and if we are 
interested in equality then we are interested in these different contexts. 
However, if we wish to have extensionality on sets, then we have no choice but to introduce 
some notion of restricting functions to sets and to require that every function on a set be restricted 
to it. This increases the overhead involved in stating definitions and theorems. It would, however, 
carry with it the obvious benefit that were we to have extensionality on sets, then we could define 
certain cannonicd functions and we would have the full power of HOL for reasoning about equality 
available to us when proving theorems. For example, in the group theory discussed above we defined 
the notion of an isomorphism by saying for f  to be an isomorphism there must exist a function g  
such that for all x in G I  we have g (f x) = x and for all y in G2 we have f  (g y) = y. If we had 
extensionality, then we could have defined the identity function for a group and required that each 
of the compositions should be equal to the identity function on the appropriate group. 
So, how might we go about defining the notion of restricting a function to a set? To answer 
this, we should first ask what minimal criteria do we expect our notion of restriction to  meet. Let 
us denote the restriction of a function f to a set S by ( r e s t r i c t  S f 1. Three criteria which one 
would usually expect from this restirction function are 
1. !x. S x ==> (f x = ( r e s t r i c t  S f )  x) ,  
2. !f g .  ( !x. S x ==> (f x = g  X) ==> ( ( r e s t r i c t  S f = ( r e s t r i c t  S g)), and 
3. r e s t r i c t  S (f o g)  = f  o ( r e s t r i c t  S g) 
where f  o g is the function compostion \x.  f  (g x). We might wish to ask instead of 3 that we 
have 
3'. r e s t r i c t  S (f o g) = ( r e s t r i c t  (\y. ?x. (y = f x ) )  f )  o ( r e s t r i c t  S g )  
By extensionality of functions on types together with 1, both 3 and 3' are equivalent. If we require 
that our restriction operator always satisfies these properties, at  least when applied to any functions 
which are isomorphisms by our earlier definition, then there is a fair amount which we can conclude 
about it. 
Notice that by 3 we have r e s t r i c t  S f = f o ( r e s t r i c t  S ( \ x .  x ) ) .  Therefore, to under- 
stand restriction, it suffices to  understand how to restrict the identity function. 
Claim: If S is a non-empty predicate of type a -> bool,  then for all y of type a (even those not 
in S), we have S ( r e s t r i c t  S ( \x  .x )  y ) .  
Proof. Since S is a non-empty predicate, we can define a knew type Q such that there exist functions 
rep and abs such that 
!q:Q. (abs(rep q) = q) and ! x .  (S x )  <=> (rep(abs x) = x ) .  
(For a detailed discussion of type defintions in simple type theory, see [6].) Since for all x satifying 
S we have rep(abs x )  = x, by property 2 we must have that 
r e s t r i c t  S (rep o abs) = r e s t r i c t  S ( \ x .  x ) .  
On the other hand, !q:Q. rep(abs(rep q ) )  = rep q and thus we have ! q: Q. S(rep q) .  
In particular, we have S(rep ( r e s t r i c t  S abs y ) ) ,  which by property 2 again implies 
S ( r e s t r i c t  S (rep o abs) y ) ,  and hence we have S ( r e s t r i c t  S ( \ x .  x )  y ) .  I 
So we see that in order to  have some kind of restriction with some of the properties we would 
expect of any notion of restriction, we are forced to  view the restriction of a function to a set as the 
function composed with a kind of retraction function which maps everything into the set and is the 
identity on the set. Rather than removing elements outside the set from our domain of discourse, 
restriction forces them right into it. Whereas with the approach that has been taken in this paper 
makes it clear that we can only conlude results about those elements that are in our domain of 
discourse, with the approach of always using "restricted" functions, we would have to be able to 
state and prove facts about how elements outside our set interact with elements inside our set. This 
is quite contrary to the usual intuition of restirction. 
Still, it is possible to define a notion of restriction which statisfies properties 1 through 3. First 
show that 
and then define restriction by 
I -  r e s t r i c t  S f = 
f o ( Q F . ( ! x .  S x ==> (F S x = x ) )  / \  (?x.  S x) ==> ( ! y .  S(F S y ) )  
With this definition of restriction, properties 1 through 3 will be theorems. 
If we were to go with universally using restricted functions in our defintions and theorem 
statements when doing algebra in simple type theory, there is one more property which we would 
need, namely that for all predicatse S and T, if for all x we have S x ==> T x, then we need that 
r e s t r i c t  S ( res t r ic t  T f) = res t r ic t  S f .  We need this, for example, to  be able to  say that 
a subgroup under the restricted product of a group is a group. The double restriction arises because 
we would have already required of any set and product in order for it to be a group that the product 
be restricted to the set. For model theoretic reasons, the function above cannot be proven to satisfy 
this addition requirement. 
It is possible (using the Well-ordering principle) to define a restriction satisfying this property, 
in general, in addition to  properties 1 through 3 is the following. given a type a ,  choose a well- 
ordering on a. If S is a subset of a, define r e s t r i c t  S \x.  x y to be y if y is in S, and otherwise 
to  be the least element in S. Then extend r e s t r i c t  S to apply to arbitrary functions by res t r ic t  
S f = f o ( res t r ic t  S (\x . x) 1. As a consequence of this way of defining restriction, we have 
that every non-empty proper subset of a type has a special element to which everything outside 
that subset is sent by restriction. It is unclear to the author that this consequence is an exceptable 
price to  pay for having the notion of restriction to sets. 
A HOL Logic 
In the table below a $ indicates that the constant which follows it is treated in a special manner 
(such as assumming it is is an infix operator) by the parser of HOL. When the $ is used, it forces 
HOL t o  treat the succeding symbol as an ordinary constant. 













$=:* -> (* -> bool) 
$==>:boo1 -> (bool -> bool) 
$Q: (* -> bool) -> * 
T: boo1 
$! : ( *  -> bool) -> boo1 
F: boo1 
$?:(* -> bool) -> boo1 
$':boo1 -> boo1 
$/\: bool -> (bool -> bool) 
$\/ : bool -> (boo1 -> bool) 
Usage 
tl = t2 
tl ==> t2 




tl /\ t2 





T = ((\x:*.x) = (\x:*.x)) 
$ !  = (\P:* -> boo1.P = (\x:*.T)) 
F = (!t:bool.t) 
$ ? = ( \ P : * - > b o o l . P ( $ Q P ) )  
$- = (\t:bool.t ==> F) 
$/\ = (\ti t2. ! t . (ti ==> 
(t2 ==> t)) ==> t) 
$\/ = (\t I t2. ! t . (ti ==> t) ==> 
((t2 ==> t )  ==> t)) 
The following is a listing of basic axioms, or assertions, in the HOL logic. All other axioms are 
the result of definitions of constants or new type constructor definitions. The theories bool  and 
i nd  are both ancestors of the theory HOL. 
Table 2: Basic Axioms 
ONE-ONE and ONTO are polymorphic constants with the following definitions: 
ONE-ONE-DEF I - !f : * -> **. ONE-ONE f = ( ! x l  x2. ( f  x l  = f x2) ==> ( x l  = x2)) 
ONTO-DEF I -  ! f :*  -> **. ONTO f = ( !y .  ?x. y = f x) 
The following is a list of the eight primitive inference rules of HOL. 
1. Introduce an assumption: ASSUME : term -> thm 
t - t l - t  
Axiom statment 
I - ! t . ( t  = T) \ /  ( t  = F) 
I -  !ti t 2 . ( t 1  ==> t 2 )  ==> ( t 2  ==> t l )  ==> ( t 1  = t 2 )  
I -  ! t . ( \ x . t  x) = t 
1 -  !P x.P x ==> P($O P) 






i nd  







3. Beta-conversion: BETA-CONV : term -> thm 
(\x.t1)t2 - I -  (\X.tl)t2 = t1[tz/x] 
4. Type instantiation: INST-TYPE : ( type # type)  l i s t  -> thm -> thm 
where the a; are type variables which do not occur in A. 
5. Substitution: SUBST : (thm # term) l i s t  -> term -> thm -> thm 
A1 I - t i  = UI . . . An I - tn = u, A I - t[tl, . . . , tn/xl ,  . . . , x,] 
A1 U . . . U An U A I - t[ul,.  . . , un/zl , .  . . , x,] 
The arguments to SUBST are 
where ?; is the theorem A; I - ti = ui and where the term t[xl,. . . , x,] serves as a template 
for the substitution. The variables xl ,  . . . , x, are markers indicating the places where substi- 
tutions are to  occur. Bound variable names in t will be changed as necessary to  avoid conflict 
with free variables in ul,  . . . , u,. 
6. Abstraction: ABS : term -> thm -> t h m  
provided x is not free in A. 
7. Discharging an assumption: DISCH : term -> thm -> thm 
where A \ itl) is the set of all terms in A except tl. In particular, it is just A if tl is not an 
element of A. 
8. Modus Ponens: MP : thm -> thm -> t hm 
B First Order Group Theory 
The Theory e l t -gp  
Parents  -- HOL 
Constants -- 
GROUP ": (* -> bool) # (* -> (* -> *)) -> bool" 
I D  ( I : ( *  -> bool) # (* -> (* -> *)) -> *" 
I N V  It:(* -> bool) # (* -> (* -> *)) -> (*  -> *)" 
Defini t ions -- 
GROUP-DEF 
I- !G prod. 
GROUP(G ,prod) = 
( !x  y.  G x / \  G y ==> G(prod x y) )  /\ 
(!x y z .  G x / \  G y / \  G z ==> (prod(prod x y)z  = prod x(prod y 2))) / \  
(?e.  G e /\ 
(!x.  G x ==> (prod e x = x) )  / \  
(!x. G x ==> (?y. G y / \  (prod y x = e)))) 
ID-DEE 
I -  !G prod. 
ID(G,prod) = 
(Be. G e /\ 
(!x. G x ==> (prod e x = x)) / \  
(!x. G x ==> (?y. G y / \  (prod y x = e)) 
INV-DEE 
I -  !G prod x. INV(G,prod)x = (Qy. G y / \  (prod y x =   prod))) 
Theorems -- 
A group is closed under multiplication. 
CLOSURE 
I -  G~0UP(G,prod) ==> (!x y. G x /\ G y ==> G(prod x y)) 
The multiplication in a group is associative. 
GROUP-ASSOC 
I - GROUP (G ,prod) ==> 
(!x y z. G x / \  G y / \  G z ==> (prod(prod x y)z = prod x(prod y z ) ) )  
ID is both a left and a right identity in G. 
ID-LEMMA 
I - GROUP (G ,prod) ==> 
G(ID(G,prod)) / \  
(!x. G x ==> (prod(ID(G,prod))x = x) )  / \  
(!x. G x ==> (prod x(ID(G,prod) = x) / \  
(!x. G x ==> (?y. G y /\ (prod y x = ID(G,prod)))) 
G is closed under the taking of inverses. 
A left inverse for x in G with respect to ID is also a right inverse for x in G with respect to ID. 
LEFT-RIGHT-INV 
I- GROUP(G,prod) ==> 
(!x y. G x / \  G y ==> 
(prod y x = ID(G,prod)) ==> (prod x y = ID(G,prod))) 
INV x is both a left inverse for x and a right inverse for x in G. 
INV -LEMMA 
I -  GROUP(G,prod) ==> 
( ! x .  G x ==> 
(prod(INV(G,prod)x)x = ID(G ,prod)) / \  
(prod x(~NV(G,prod)x) = ID(G ,prod)) ) 
We have right and left cancelation in G. 
LEFT-CANCELLATION 
I - GROUP (G ,prod) ==> 
(!x y z. G x / \  G y / \  G z ==> (prod x y = prod x z) ==> (y = z)) 
RIGHT-CANCELLATION 
I - GROUP (G ,prod) ==> 
(!x y z. G x / \  G y / \  G z ==> (prod y x = prod z x) ==> (y = z ) )  
Given elements x and y in G, there exist a unique element z in G such that (prod x z = y). 
RIGHT,ONE,ONE,ONTO 
I - GROUP (G ,prod) ==> 
(!x y. G x /\ G y ==> 
(?z. G z /\ (prod x z = y) / \  (!u. G u / \  (prod x u = y) ==> (u = 2)))) 
Given elements x and y in G, there exist a unique element z in G such that (prod z x = y). 
LEFT-ONE-ONE-ONTO 
I - GROUP (G ,prod) ==> 
(!x y .  G x / \  G y ==> 
(?z. G z /\ (prod z x = y) / \  (!u. G u I\ (prod u x = y) ==> (u = z)))) 
ID is the unique left identity and the unique right identity in G. 
UNIQUE-ID 
I -  ~RoUP(G,prod) ==> 
(!e. G e /\ 
((?x. G x / \  (prod e x = x)) \ /  (?x. G x / \  (prod x e = XI)) ==> 
(e  = I~(G,prod))) 
INV is the unique left inverse for x. 
UNIqUE-INV 
1 - GROUP(G,prod) ==> 
(!x. G x ==> 
(!u. G u / \  (prod u x = ID(G,prod)) ==> (u = INV(G,prod)x))) 
The inverse of the inverse of x is x. 
The group product anti-distributes over the inverse. 
DIST-INV-LEMMA 
I -  GROUP(G,prod) ==> 
(!x y. G x / \  G y ==> 
(prod(INV(G,prod)x) (INV(G,prod)y) = INV(G,prod) (prod y x))) 
C Higher Order Group Theory 
The Theory more-gp 
Parents -- HOL elt -gp 
Constants -- 
SUBGROUP ": (* -> bool) # (* -> (* -> *)) -> ((* -> b001) -> b001)" 
LEFT-COSET 
I 1  : (* -> bool) # (* -> (* -> *)) -> 
( (*  -> bool) -> (* -> (* -> bool)))" 
EqUIV-REL ":(* -> bool) -> ( (*  -> (* -> bool)) -> b001)" 
NORMAL It: (* -> bool) # (* -> (* -> *)) -> ( ( *  -> b00l) -> b001)" 
s e t  ,prod 
I t :  (* -> bool) # (* -> (* -> *)) -> 
((* -> bool) -> ((* -> bool) -> (* -> bool ) ) )"  
quot-set 
I t :  (* -> bool) # (* -> (* -> *)) -> 
((* -> bool) -> ((* -> bool) -> bool ) )"  
quot -prod 
I t  : (* -> bool) # (* -> (* -> *)) -> 
((* -> bool) -> ((* -> bool) -> ( (*  -> bool) -> (* -> boo l ) ) ) ) "  
GP-HOM 
It:(* -> bool) # (* -> (* -> *)) -> 
((** -> bool) # (** -> (** -> **)) -> ((* -> **) -> bool))"  
I M  " : (* -> bool) -> ((* -> **) -> (** -> bool) " 
KERNEL 
I t :  (* -> bool) # (* -> (* -> *)) -> 
((** -> bool) # (** -> (** -> **)) -> ((* -> **) -> (* -> boo l ) ) ) "  
INV-IM " : (* -> bool) -> ((** -> bool) -> ( (* -> **) -> (* -> b001)))" 
NAT-HOM 
11: (* -> bool) # (* -> (*  -> *)) -> 
((* -> bool) -> (* -> (* -> bool ) ) )"  
quot -horn 
": (* -> bool) # (* -> (* -> * I )  -> 
((** -> bool) # (** -> (** -> **)I -> 
((* -> bool) -> ((* -> **) -> ((* -> boo11 -> **))))I1 
GP-IS0 
I1 : (* -> bool) # (* -> (* -> *)) -> 
((** -> bool) # (** -> (** -> **)) -> ((* -> **) -> bool))"  
Def in i t ions  -- 
SUBGROUP-DEF 
I -  !G prod H .  
SUBGROUP (G ,prod)H = 
GROUP(G,prod) /\ ( !x .  H x ==> G x) /\ G R O U P ( H , ~ ~ O ~ )  
LEFT-COSET-DEF 
I -  !G prod H x y .  
LEFT-COSET(G,prod)H x y = 
GROUP(G ,prod) / \  
SUBGROUP (G ,prod)H / \  
G x / \  
G y / \  
(?ha H h /\ (y = prod x h)) 
EQUIV-REL-DEE 
I -  !G R. 
EQUIV-REL G R = 
(!x. G x ==> R x x) / \  
(!x y. G x / \  G y ==> R x  y ==> R y X) / \  
(!x y z .  G x / \  G y / \  G z ==> R x y / \  R y z ==> R x z )  
NORMAL-DEE 
I -  !G prod N. 
NORMAL(G,prod)N = 
SUBGROUP (G , prod)N / \  
(!x n. G x / \  N n ==> N(prod(INV(G,prod)x) (prod n x))) 
SET-PROD-DEE 
I -  !G prod A B. 
set-prod(G,prod)A B = 
(\x. 
GROUP(G,prod) / \  
(!a. A a ==> G a) /\ 
(!b. B b ==> G b) / \  
(?a. A a / \  (?b. B b / \  (x = prod a b)))) 
qUOTIENT-SET-DEF 
I -  !G prod N q. 
quot-set (G ,prod)N q = 
NORMAL(G,prod)N / \  (?x. G x /\ (q = LEFT-COSET(G,prod)N x)) 
QUOTIENT-PROD -DEE 
I -  !G prod N q r. 





(Qx. G x / \  (q = LEFT-COSET(G,prod)N x)) 
(Oy. G y / \  (r = LEFT-COSET(G,prod)N y))) 
GP-HOM-DEE 
I -  !G1 prod1 G2 prod2 f. 
GP-HOM(Gl,prodl)(G2,prod2)f = 
GROUP(G1 ,prodl) / \  
GROUP(G2 ,prod2) / \  
(!x. Gl x ==> G2(f x)) / \  
( ! x y . G1 x /\ G1 y ==> (f (prod1 x y) = prod2(f x) (f y)) ) 
IM-DEF I- !G f. IM G f = (\y. ?x. G x /\ (y = f x)) 
KERNEL ,DEF 
I -  !Gl prod1 G2 prod2 f. 
KERNEL (GI ,prodl) (G2 ,prod2)f = 
(\x. 
GP-HOM(G~,~~O~~) (G2,prod2)f / \  Gl x / \  (f x = ID(G2,prod2))) 
INV-IM-DEF I - !G1 G2 f . INV-IM G1 G2 f = (\x. G1 x / \  G2(f x)) 
NAT-HOM-DEF 
I -  !G prod N x. 
NAT,HOM(G,prod)N x = 
(\y. 
~R~~p(G,prod) / \  NoRMAL(G ,prod)N / \  LEFT-COSET(G   prod)^ x y) 
qUOTIENT,HOM,DEF 
I -  !Gl prod1 G2 prod2 N f. 




GP-HOM(Gl,prodl>(G2,prod2)f / \  
NORMAL(G1 ,prodl)N /\ 
(!n. N n ==> KERNEL(G1,prodl) (~2,prod2)f n) / \  
(?x. Gl x / \  (q = LEFT-COSET(G1,prodi)N x)) ==> 
Gl w /\ (q = LEFT-COSET(G1,prodl)N w))) 
GP-ISO-DEF 
I -  !G1 prod1 G2 prod2 f. 
~~,1~0(Gl,prodl) (G2,prod2)f = 
GP-HOM(G1,prodl) (G2 ,prod2)f / \  
(?g . 
~~-~0M(G2,prod2)(Gl,prodl)g / \  
(!x. Gl x ==> (g(f x) = x)) / \  
( ! y .  G2 y ==> (f(g y) = y)) 
Theorems -- 
SBGP-ID-GP-ID I -  SUBGROUP(G,prod)H ==> (ID(H,prod) = ID(G,prod)) 
SBGP-INV-GP-INV 
I -  SUBGROUP(G,~~O~)H ==> (!x. H x ==> (~NV(~,prod)x = I~v(~,prod)x)) 
SBGP-SBGP-LEMMA 
I -  SUBGROUP(G,prod)H / \  sUBGROUP(H,~~~~)K~ ==> SUBGROUP(G,~~O~)K~ 
GROUP-IS-SBGP I - GROUP(G ,prod) ==> SUBGROUP (G  prod)^ 
ID-IS-SBGP I - GROUP(G ,prod) ==> SUBGROUP(G ,prod) (\x. x = ID(G  rod) ) 
SUBGROUP-LEMMA 
I - SUBGROUP (G ,prod)H = 
GROUP (G ,prod) / \  
(?x. H x) /\ 
(!x. H x ==> G X) / \  
(!x y. H x / \  H y ==> H(prod x y)) /\ 
(!x. H x ==> H(INv(G,~~o~)x)) 
SBGP-INTERSECTION 
I -  (?j. Ind j) ==> 
( ! i . Ind i ==> SUBGROUP(G ,prod) (H i) ==> 
SUBGROUP (G ,prod) (\x. ! i . Ind i ==> H i x) 
COR-SBGP-INT 
I - SUBGROUP (G ,prod) H / \  SUBGROUP (G ,prod) K1 ==> 
SUBGROUP(G,prod) (\x. H x / \  K1 x) 
LEFT-COSETS-COVER 
I -  SUBGROUP(G,prod)H ==> (!x. G x ==> LEFT,COSET(G,prod)H x x) 
LEFT-COSET-DISJOINT-LEMMA 
I - SUBGROUP (G ,prod)H ==> 
(!x y. 
G x / \  G y ==> 
(?w. LEFT,COSET(G,prod)H x w / \  LEFT,COSET(G,prod)H y w) ==> 
(!z. LEFT-COSET(G,~~O~)H x z ==> LEFT-COSET(G,prod)H y 2)) 
LEFT-COSET-DISJOINT-UNION 
I -  SUBGROUP(G,prod)H ==> 
(!x. G x ==> (?y. G y /\ LEFT-COSET(G,prod)H y x)) / \  
(!x y. 
G x / \  G y ==> 
(LEFT-COSET(G,prod)H x = LEFT-COSET(G,prod)H y) \ /  
((\z. LEFT-COSET(G,prod)H x z / \  LEFT-COSET(G,prod)H y z) = 
(\z. F))) 
LEFT-COSET-EQUIV-REL 
I - SUBGROUP (G ,prod)H ==> EQUIV-REL G(LEFT-COSET(G ,prod)H) 
LEFT-COSETS-SAME-SIZE 
I -  SUBGROUP(G,prod)H ==> 
(!x y. 
G x / \  G y ==> 
(?f g. 
(!u. LEFT,COSET(G,prod)H x u ==> LEFT-COSET(G,~~O~)H y(f  u)) / \  
( ! v. LEFT,COSET(G ,prod)H y v ==> LEFT-COSET(G,prod)H x(g v) ) / \  
(!u. LEFT-COSET(G,prod)H x u ==> (g(f u) = u)) / \  
(!v. LEFT,COSET(G,prod)H y v ==> (f (g v) = v)))) 
GROUP-IS-NORMAL I - GROUP(G,prod) ==> NORMAL (G,prod)G 
ID-IS-NORMAL I - GROUP(G,prod) ==> NORMAL(G ,prod) (\x. x = ID(G ,prod)) 
NORMAL-INTERSECTION 
I -  SUBGROUP(G,prod)H /\ NORMAL(G,prod)N ==> 
NORMAL(H,prod)(\x. H x / \  N x) 
NORM-NORM-INT 
I - NORMAL (G ,prod)Nl / \  NORMAL (G ,prod)N2 ==> 
NORMAL(G,prod) (\n. Nl n / \  N2 n) 
NORMAL-PROD 
I - NORMAL(G ,prod)N / \  SUBGROUP (G,prod)H ==> 
SUBG~0UP(G,prod)(set-prod(G,prod)H N) 
qUOT-PROD 
I - NORMAL(G ,prod)N ==> 
(!x y .  




(LEFT,COSET(G ,prod)N x) 
(LEFT-COSET(G ,prod) N y) = 
LEFT,COSET(G,prod)N(prod x y))) 
qUOTIENT,GROUP 
I - NORMAL(G,prod)N ==> GROUP(quot-set (G,prod)N, quot -prod(G ,prod)N) 
GP-HOM-COMP 
I -  GP-HOM(Gl,prodl)(G2,prod2)f /\ GP,HOM(G2,prod2)(G3,prod3)g ==> 
GP-HOM(G1 ,prodl) (G3 ,prod31 (\x. g(f x)) 
HOM-ID-INV-LEMMA 
I -  GP-HOM(Gl,prodl)(G2,prod2)f ==> 
(f (ID(G1 ,prodl)) = ID(G2 ,prod2)) / \  
( !x. G1 x ==> (f (INV(G1,prodl)x) = INV(G2,prod2) (f x))) 
Id-GP-HOM I -  GROUP(G1 ,prodl) ==> GP-HOM(G1 ,prodl) (GI ,~rodl) (\x. x) 
Triv-GP-HOM 
I - GROUP(G1 ,prodl) / \  GROUP(G2 ,prod21 ==> 
GP-HOM(G1 ,prodl) (G2,prod2) ( \x.  ID(G2,prod2)) 
GP-HOM-RESTRICT-DOM 
I -  ~P-HOM(Gl,prodl)(G2,prod2)f /\ SUBGROUP(G~,~~O~I)HI ==> 
~~-~0~(~l,prodl)(G2,prod2)f 
SUBGROUP-HOM-IM 
I -  GP,HOM(Gl,prodl)(G2,prod2)f ==> 
( ! H. SUBGROUP(G1 ,prodl)H ==> SUBGROUP(G2 ,prod2) (IM H f)) 
GROUP-HOM-IM 
I -  GP~HOM(Gl,prodl)(G2,prod2)f ==> SUBGROUP(G2,prod2)(IM GI f) 
GP-HOM-RESTRICT-RANGE 
I - GP,HOM(Gl,prodl) (G2,prod2)f /\ 
SUBGROUP (G2, prod21 H2 /\ 
(!y. IM G1 f y ==> H2 y) ==> 
GP-HOM (Gl ,prodl) (H2 ,prod2)f 
GP-HOM-RES-TO-IM 
1 - GP-HOM(G1 ,prodl) (G2 ,prod2)f ==> GP,HOM(Gl ,prodl) (IM GI f ,prod2)f 
GP-HOM-RES-TO-SBGP 
I -  GP-HOM(Gl,prodl)(G2,prod2)f /\ SUBGROUP(G1,prodl)H ==> 
GP-HOM(H ,prodl) (G2 ,prod2)f / \  
(KERNEL (H ,prodl) (G2 ,prod21 f = 
( \x.  H x /\ KERNEL(G1,prodl) (G2,prod2)f x)) / \  
(!y. IM H f y ==> IM G1 f y) 
KERNEL-NORMAL 
1 -  GP,HOM(Gl,prodl)(G2,prod2)f ==> 
NORMAL(G1 ,prodl) (KERNEL(G1 ,prodI) (G2 ,prod2)f) 
KERNEL-IM-LEMMA 
I -  GP-HOM(Gl,prodl)(G2,prod2)f ==> 
(IM(KERNEL(GlYprodl)(G2,prod2)f)f = ( \y .  y = ID(G2,prod2))) 
KERNEL ,INV -1M -LEMMA 
I -  GP-HOM(Gl,prodl)(G2,prod2)f ==> 
(KERNEL(Gl,prodl)(G2,prod2)f = INV-IM Gl(\y. y = ID(G2,prod2))f) 
SUBGROUP-INV-IM 
I -  GP-HOM(Gl,prodl)(G2,prod2)f /\ SUBGROUP(G2,prod2)H ==> 
SUBGROUP(G1 ,prodl) (INV-IM GI G2 f) /\ 
( !  x. KERNEL(G1 ,prodl) (G2,prod2)f x ==> INV-IM GI G2 f x) 
NORMAL-INV-IM 
I -  ~~,~o~(~l,pr0di)(G2,prod2)f /\ NORMAL(G2,prod2)H ==> 
NORMAL(GI ,prodi) (INV-IM GI G2 f) 
NAT-HOM-THM 
I - GROUP (G ,prod) / \  NORMAL (G ,prod)N ==> 
GP-HOM 
(G ,prod) 
(quot -set (G ,prod)N ,quot -prod(G ,prod)N) 
(NAT-HOM(G,prod)N) / \  
(!q. 
(?x. G x / \  (q = LEFT,COSET(G,prod)N x)) ==> 




(NAT-HOM(G ,prod)N) = 
N 
QUOTIENT-HOM-LEMMA 
I - GP-HOM(G1 ,prodl) ( ~ 2  ,prod2)f /\ 
SUBGROUP(GI,~~O~I)H / \  
(!h. H h ==> K~RN~L(~l,~rodI)(G2,~rod2)f h ==> 
(!x y. LEFT-COSET(G~,~~O~I)H x y ==> (f x = f y)) 
QUOT-HOM-THM 
I -  ~~,HO~(~l,prodl)(G2,prod2)f /\ 
NORMAL(G1 ,prodl)N / \  
(!n. N n ==> ~~RN~L(~l,prodI)(G2,prod2)f n) ==> 
GP-HOM 
(quot-set (GI ,prodi)N,quot~prod(Gi ,prodl)N) 
(G2 ,prod21 
(quot,hom(Gl ,prod11 (G2,prod2)N f /\ 
(!x. 
GI x ==> 
(quot-hom(G1 ,prodl) (G2,prod2)N f (NAT-HOM(G1 ,prodl)N x) = f x)) / \  
(IM(quot~set(Gl,prodl~N)(quot~h~m(Gl,prodlG2yprod2N f) = 




(quot-hom(~l ,prod11 (G2 ,prod2)~ f) = 
IM(KERNEL(G1 ,prodl) (G2 ,prod2)f) (NAT-HOM(G1 ,prodlN / \  
(!g. 
G P - H O M ( ~ U O ~ , ~ ~ ~  (GI ,prodl)N ,quot,prod(Gl ,prodl)N) (G2 ,prod2)g / \  
(!x. G1 x ==> (g(NA~,~0~(Gl,prodl)N x) = f x)) ==> 
(!q. 
quot ,set (GI ,prodl)N q ==> 
(g q = quot~hom(Gl,prodl)(G2,prod2)N f q))) 
QUOTIENT-IM-LEMMA 
I -  SUBGROUP(G,prod)H / \  NORMAL(G,prod)N / \  (!n. N n ==> H n) ==> 
(IM H(NAT-HOM(G,~~O~)N) = quot-set (H,prod)~) 
GP-ISO-COMP 
I - GP-IS0 (Gl ,prod11 (G2 ,prod2)f /\ GP-ISO ( ~ 2  ,prod2) ( ~ 3  ,prod3)g ==> 
GP-ISO(G1 ,prodl) (G3,prod3) ( \x.  g(f x)) 
Id-GP-IS0 I -  GROUP(G1,prodi) ==> GP~I~0(~1,prod1)(~l,prod1)(\x. x) 
GP-ISO-INV 
I - GP,ISO(Gl ,prodl) (G2,prod2)f ==> 
(?g . 
(!x. Gl X ==> (g(f x) = x)) / \  
(!y. G2 y ==> (f(g y) = y)) / \  
GP-ISO(G2,prod2)(Gl,prodl)g) 
GP-ISO-IM-LEMMA I - GP,ISO(Gl ,prod11 (G2,prod2)f ==> (IM G1 f = G2) 
GP-ISO-KERNEL 
I -  GP,HOM(Gl,prodl)(G2,prod2)f ==> 
(GP,ISO(Gl ,prodl) (IM G1 f ,prod2)f = 
(KERNEL(Gl,prodi)(G2,prod2)f = ( \x .  x = ID(G1,prodl)))) 
GP-ISO-CHAR 
I - GP,ISO(Gl,prodl) (G2,prod2)f = 
GP-HOM(G1 ,prodl) (G2 ,prod2)f / \  
(IM G1 f = G2) / \  
(KERNEL(Gl,prodl)(G2,prod2)f = (\x. x = ID(G1,prodl))) 
FIRST-ISO-THM 
I -  GP-HOM(Gl,prodl)(G2,prod2)f ==> 
GP-IS0 
(quot~set(Gl,prodl)(KERNEL(Gl,prodl)(G2,prod2)f), 
quot-prod(G1 ,prodl) (KERNEL(G1 ,prodl) (G2 ,prod2)f) ) 
(IM G1 f ,prod2) 
(quot-hom(G1 ,prodl) (G2 ,prod21 (KERNEL(G1 ,prod11 (G2 ,prod21 f f ) / \  
(!x. 




(KERNEL(G~ ,prodl) ( ~ 2  ,prod2)f) 
f 
(NAT-HOM(G1 ,prodl) (KERNEL(G~ ,prodi) (G2.prod2f x = 
f XI) 
CLASSICAL-FIRST-ISO-THM 
I -  ~~-~0~(Gl,prodl)(G2,prod2)f ==> 
(?f -bar. 
GP-IS0 
(quot -set (Gl ,prodl) (KERNEL(G~ ,prodl) (G2 ,prod2)f 1 , 
q~ot,~rod(~l ,prodl) (KERNEL(G1 ,prodl) (G2,prod2)f 1) 
(IM GI f,prod2) 
f-bar /\ 
( ! x .  
Gl x ==> 
(f -bar(NAT-HOM (Gl ,prod11 (KERNEL(G1 ,prodl 2 prod2f x = 
f x)) 
SND-IS0 ,THM 








(quot-set (G ,prod)M,quot-prod(G,prod)M) 
(quot -horn 
(quot,set(G,prod)N,quot~prod(G,prod)N) 












(quot-set (G,prod)N ,quot,prod(G,prod)N) 
(quot-set (M ,prod)N), 
quot ,prod 
(quot-set (G ,prod)N, quot-prod(G ,prod) N) 
(quot-set (M,prod)N) ) 
(quot-set (G ,prod)M ,quot-prod(G ,prod)M) 
f 1 
THIRD-ISO-THM 
I -  SUBGROUP(G,prod)H / \  NORMAL(G,prod)N ==> 
GP-IS0 
(quot-set(H,prod)(\x. H x / \  N x), 
quot-prod(H,prod) (\x. H x / \  N x)) 
(quot-set (set-prod(G,prod)H N,prod)N, 





(\x. H x /\ N x) 
(NAT-HOM(set-prod(G,prod)H N,prod)N) ) 
CLASSICAL-THIRD-ISO-THM 
I -  SUBGROUP(G,prod)H / \  NORMAL(G,prod)N ==> 
(?f. 
GP-IS0 
(quot-set(H,prod)(\x. H x / \  N x), 
quot,prod(H ,prod) (\x. H x /\ N x) ) 
(quot-set(set-prod(G,prod)H N,prod)N, 
quot-prod(set,prod (G ,prod)H N ,prod)N) 
f 1 
D The Integers as a Group 
Included here is the result of a development of the theory of the integers in HOL. 
print-theory ' i n t e g e r ' ; ;  
The Theory in teger  
Parents -- HOL more-arith elt-gp 
Types -- " : integer" 
Constants -- 
plus I t  : in teger  -> ( integer -> integer)  " 
minus ": integer -> ( integer -> integer)"  
times ":integer -> ( integer -> integer)"  
below ": integer -> ( integer -> bool)" 
i s - in teger  " : n u  # num -> bool" 
REP-integer ":integer -> num # num" 
ABS-integer " :num # num -> integer" INT I' :num -> integer" 
proj  I f  :num # num -> integer" neg ": integer -> integer" 
POS 'I: in teger  -> bool" NEG ":integer -> bool" 
Curried Inf ixes  -- 
plus 'I  : integer -> ( integer -> integer)  I' 
minus ": integer -> ( integer -> integer)"  
times ": integer -> ( integer -> integer)"  
below ": integer -> ( integer -> bool)" 
Definitions -- 
IS-INTEGER-DEF I -  !X.  i s- integer X = (?p. X = p,O) \ /  (?n. X = 0,n)  
integer-AXIOM I - ?rep. TYPE-DEFINITION is- integer rep 
REP-integer 
I -  REP-integer = 
(Orep . 
(!x' x". ( rep X'  = rep x") ==> (x' = x u ) )  / \  
(!x. i s - in teger  x = (?x'. x = rep x ' ) ) )  
ABS-integer I -  !x. ABS-integer x = (Qx' .  x = REP-integer x ' )  
INT-DEE I -  !p. INT p = (ON. p,O = REP-integer N) 
PRO J-DEF 
I -  !p n. 
proj  (p,n> = 
(n < p => 
((QKl. REP-integer K1 = p - n,O) 1 
(OKl. REP-integer Kl = 0,n - p)) 
PLUS-DEF 
I -  !M N. 
M plus N = 
proj 
( (FST(REP-integer MI) + (FST(REP-integer N) 1, 
(SND(REP-integer M) ) + (SND(REP-integer N) ) ) 
neg-DEF I -  neg = INV((\N. T),$plus) 
MINUS-DEF I -  !M N. M minus N = M plus (neg N) 
TIMES-DEF 
I -  !M N. 
M times N = 
proj 
( ((FST(REP,integer M) ) * (FST(REP-integer N) ) ) + 
((SMD(REP-integer MI) * (SND(REP-integer N))), 
((FST(REP,integer M)) * (SND(REP,integer N))) + 
((SND(REP,integer M)) * (FST(REP-integer N)) 
POS-DEF I - !M. POS M = (?n. M = INT(SUC n)) 
NEG-DEF I -  !M. NEG M = POS(neg M) 
BELOW-DEF I -  !M N. M below N = POS(N minus M) 
Theorems -- 
INT-ONE-ONE I - !m n. (INT m = INT n) = (m = n) 
NUM-ADD-IS-INT-ADD I - !m n. (INT m) plus (INT n) = INT(m + n) 
ASSOC-PLUS I- !M N P. M plus (N plus P) = (M plus N) plus P 
COMM-PLUS I -  !M N. M plus N = N plus M 
PLUS-ID I -  !M. (INT 0) plus M = M 
PLUS-INV I -  !M. ?N. N plus M = INT 0 
integer-as-GROUP I -  GROUP((\N. T),$plus) 
ID-EQ-0 1 - ID( (\N . T) ,$plus) = INT 0 
With these definitions and theorems, we are now in a position to instantiate the theory of groups 
with the particular example of the integers. The theorems PLUS-ID and PLUS-INV allow us to 
automatically rewrite the instantiated theory in a form that is more traditional. The resulting 
theory is listed below. 
PLUS-GROUP-ASSOC I -  !X y Z .  (X plus y) plus = x plus  (y plus  2) 
PLUS-ID-LEMMA 
I -  (!x. (INT O) pius x = X) /\ 
(!x. x plus (INT 0) = x) / \  
(!x. ?y. y plus x = INT 0) 
PLUS-LEFT-RIGHT-INV 
I -  !x y. (y plus x = INT 0) ==> (x plus y = INT 0) 
PLUS-INV-LEMMA 
I -  !x. ((neg x) plus x = INT 0) /\ (x plus (neg x) = INT 0) 
PLUS-LEFT-CANCELLATION I -  !X y Z. (X plus y = X plus 2) ==> (y = 2) 
PLUS-RIGHT-CANCELLATION I -  !X y 2. (y plus x = Z plus x) ==> (y = 2) 
PLUS-RIGHT-ONE-ONE-ONTO 
I -  !x y. ?z. (x plus z = y) /\ (!u. (x plus u = y) ==> (u = 2)) 
PLUS,LEFT,ONE,ONE,ONTO 
I -  !x y. ?z. (z plus x = y) / \  (!u. (u plus x = y) ==> (u = z) 
PLUS-UNIQUE-ID 
1 -  !e. (?x. e plus x = X) \ /  (?x. x plus e = x) ==> (e = INT 0) 
PLUS-UNIQUE-INV I -  !x u. (u plus x = INT 0) ==> (u = neg x) 
PLUS-INV-INV-LEMMA I -  !x. neg(neg x) = x 
PLUS-DIST-INV-LEMMA I -  !x  y. (neg x) plus (neg y) = neg(y plus x) 
Using the computational theory inherited from the first order group theory, we can more readily 
proceed to develop more of the standard theory of the integers. Below is listed the theorems that 
were proven to extend the theory to include various order theoretic facts about the integers. 
neg-PLUS-DISTRIB I -  neg(M plus N) = (neg M) plus (neg N) 
PLUS-IDENTITY I - !M. (M plus (INT 0) = M) / \  ((INT 0) plus M = M) 
PLUS-INVERSE 
I -  !M. (M plus (neg M) = INT 0) / \  ((neg M) plus M = INT 0) 
NEG-NEG-IS-IDENTITY I - !M. neg(neg M) = M 
NUM-MULT-IS-INT-MULT I - !m n. (INT m) times (INT n) = INT(m * n) 
ASSOC-TIMES 1 -  !M N P. M times (N times P) = (M times N) times P 
COMM-TIMES 1 -  !M N. M times N = N times M 
TIMES-IDENTITY 1 -  !M. (M times (INT 1) = M) / \  ((INT 1) times M = M) 
RIGHT-PLUS-DISTRIB 
I -  !M N P. (M plus N) times P = (M times P) plus (N times P) 
LEFT-PLUS-DISTRIB 
I - !M N P. M times (N plus P) = (M times N) plus (M times P) 
TIMES-ZERO 
I -  !M. (M times (INT 0) = INT 0) / \  ((INT 0) times M = INT 0) 
TIMES -neg 
I -  (!M N. M times (neg N) = neg(M times N)) / \  
(!M N. (neg M) times N = neg(M times N)) 
neg-IS-TIMES-negi 1 - !M. neg M = M times (neg(1~T 1)) 
TRICHOTOMY 
I -  !M. 
(POS M \/ NEG M \ /  (M = INT 0)) / \  
"(POS M /\ NEG M) / \  
"(POS M /\ (M = INT 0)) / \  
"(NEG M /\ (M = INT 0)) 
NON-NEG-INT-IS-NUM I -  !N. "NEG N = (?n. N = INT n) 
INT-CASES I -  !P. (!m. P(INT m)) /\ (!m. P(neg(1NT m))) ==> (!M. P M) 
NUM-LESS-IS-INT-BELOW I -  !m n. m < n = (INT m) below (INT n) 
ANTISYM I -  !M. "M below M 
TRANSIT I -  !M N P. M below N / \  N below P ==> M below P 
COMPAR I -  !M N. M below N \/ N below M \/ (M = N) 
DOUBLE-INF I - !M. (?N. N below M) / \  (?P. M below P) 
PLUS-BELOW-TRANSL I -  !M N P. M below N = (M plus  P) below (N p lus  P) 
neg-REV-BELOW 1 -  !M N. (neg M) below (neg N) = N below M 
DISCRETE 
I -  !Si. 
(?M. Sl M) ==> 
((?Kl. !N. N below Kl ==> "Sl N) ==> 
(?MI. S1 M1 / \  (!N1. N1 below M1 ==> -S1 Nl))) / \  
((?Kl. !N. K1 below N ==> "S1 N) ==> 
(?Mi. Sl Mi / \  (!N1. Mi below Nl ==> "S1 Nl))) 
This last theorem states that for every non-empty set of integers S l ,  if Sl is bounded below, then 
S1 contains its greatest lower bound, and if S1 is bounded above, then S1 contains it least upper 
bound. 
Although the theory of the integers was developed through a particular representation, the set 
of definitions and theorems whose statements do not mention this representation are sufficient to 
characterize the integers. 
E Some Modular Arithmetic from Group Theory 
Included there is a portion the modular arithmetic developed in HOL. It provides us with another 
example of the application of group theory. 
print- theory 'int-mod';; 
The Theory int-mod 
Parents  -- HOL in t ege r  more-gp 
Constants -- 
int-mult-set " : in teger  -> ( in teger  -> bool)" 
int-mod " : in teger  -> ( ( i n t ege r  -> bool) -> bool)" 
mod " : in teger  -> ( i n t ege r  -> ( in teger  -> bool ) )"  
plus-mod 
" : in t ege r  -> 
( ( i n t e g e r  -> bool) -> ( ( i n t ege r  -> bool) -> ( i n t ege r  -> bool ) ) )"  
minus ,mod 
I '  : i n t ege r  -> 
( ( i n t ege r  -> bool) -> ( ( i n t ege r  -> bool) -> ( i n t ege r  -> bool ) ) )"  
Def in i t ions  -- 
INT-MULT-SET-DEF I -  !n. int-mult-set n = (\m. ?p. m = p times n) 
INT-MOD-DEF I -  !n. int-mod n = quot,set((\N. T),$plus)(int,mult-set n) 
MOD-DEF 1 -  !n m.  mod n m = LEFT,COSET((\N. T) ,$plus)( int-mult-set  n)m 
PLUS-MOD-DEF 1 - !n.  plus-mod n = quot,prod( (\N. T) ,$plus) (int-mult-set n) 
MINUS-MOD -DEF 
I -  !m n p .  minus-mod n m p = plus-mod n m(INV(int-mod n,plus-mod n)p) 
Theorems -- 
INT-SBGP-NORMAL 
I - SUBGROUP((\N. T) , $ ~ ~ u s ) H  ==> NORMAL((\N. T) , $ ~ ~ u s ) H  
INT-MULT-SET-NORMAL I -  !n. NORMAL((\N. T) ,$plus)( int-mult-set  n)  
INT-MOD -MOD-LEMMA 
1 -  (!m. int-mod n(mod n m)) / \  (int-mod n q ==> (?m. q = mod n m)) 
int-mod-as-GROUP I -  GROUP(int,mod n,plus,mod n) 
MOD-NAT-HOM-LEMMA I -  NAT,HOM((\N. T) ,$plus)( int-mult-set  n) = mod n 
PLUS-MOD-LEMMA 
I -  !x y. plus-mod n(mod n x)(mod n y) = mod n(x p lus  y) 
ID-EQ-MOD-0 I -  ID(int-mod n,plus-mod n) = mod n(1NT 0) 
INV-EQ-MOD-NEG 
I -  !m. INV(int-mod n,plus-mod n)(mod n m) = mod n(neg m) 
MINUS -MOD -LEMMA 
I -  !m p. minus-mod n(mod n m)(mod n p )  = mod n(m minus p )  
From here we just instantiate group theory. 
INT-MOD-CLOSURE I - !mi m2. int-mod n(p1us-mod n(mod n ml) (mod n m2) ) 
INT-MOD-GROUP-ASSOC 
I -  !ml m2 m3. 
plus-mod n(plus,mod n(mod n ml)(mod n m2))(mod n m3) = 
plus-mod n(mod n ml)(plus-mod n(mod n m2)(mod n m3)) 
INT-MOD-ID-LEMMA 
I -  !mi. 
(plus-mod n(mod n(1NT O))(mod n ml) = mod n ml) / \  
(plus-mod n(mod n ml)(mod n(1NT 0)) = mod n mi) / \  
(?y. int-mod n y /\ (plus-mod n y(mod n ml) = mod ~(INT 0))) 
INT-MOD-LEFT-RIGHT-INV 
I -  !m2 mi. 
(plus-mod n(mod n m2) (mod n ml) = mod n(1NT 0) ) ==> 
(plus-mod n(mod n ml) (mod n m2) = mod n(1NT 0) ) 
INT-MOD-INV-LEMMA 
I -  !mi. 
(plus-mod n(mod n(neg ml)) (mod n ml) = mod n(1NT 0)) / \  
(minus-mod n(mod n ml)(mod n mi) = mod n(1NT 0)) 
INT-MOD-LEFT-CANCELLATION 
I -  !ml m2 m3. 
(plus-mod n(mod n ml)(mod n m2) = 
plus-mod n (mod n mi) (mod n m3) ) ==> 
(mod n m2 = mod n m3) 
INT-MOD-RIGHT-CANCELLATION 
I -  !m2 ml m3. 
(plus-mod n(mod n m2) (mod n ml) = 
plus-mod n(mod n m3)(mod n mi)) ==> 
(mod n m2 = mod n m3) 
INT-MOD-RIGHT-ONE-ONE-ONTO 
I -  !ml m2. 
?z . 
int-mod n z / \  
(plus-mod n(mod n ml)z = mod n m2) / \  
(!u. 
int-mod n u /\ (plus-mod n(mod n ml)u = mod n m2) ==> (u = 2)) 
INT~MOD~LEFT~ONE~ONE~ONTO 
I -  !mi m2. 
?z . 
int-mod n z / \  
(plus-mod n z(mod n mi) = mod n m2) / \  
(!u.  
int-mod n u /\ (plus-mod n u(mod n ml) = mod n m2) ==> 
(u = 2))  
INT-MOD-UNIQUE-ID 
I -  ! e  m i .  
(int-mod n e ==> 
(plus-mod n e(mod n mi) = mod n mi) ==> 
( e  = mod n(1NT 0 ) ) )  /\ 
(int-mod n e ==> 
(plus-mod n(mod n mile = mod n ml) ==> 
( e  = mod n(1NT 0 ) ) )  
INT-MOD-UNIQUE-INV 
I -  !u m i .  
int-mod n u ==> 
(plus-mod n u(mod n ml) = mod n(INT 0))  ==> 
(u = mod n(neg ml)) 
INT,MOD,INV,INV,LEMMA I -  ! m i .  mod n(neg(neg mi)) = mod n m i  
INT-MOD-DIST-INV-LEMMA 
I -  ! m i  m2. 
minus-mod n(mod n(neg mi)) (mod n m2) = 
INV(int ,mod n ,plus-mod n) (plus-mod n(mod n m2) (mod n ml) ) 
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